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Strong decomposability of ultrafilters on cardinals with countable 
cofinality 
P E T R SIMON 
Mathematical Institute of Charles University*) 
Received 8 September 1983 
We shall show that for each cardinal K with countable cofinality and for each ultrafilter 
# E U(*r), V is a K + -point in U(K). 
Dokážeme, že pro každý kardinál K se spočetnou kofinalitou a každý ultrafiltr <% e U(/c), 
^ je K+-bodem v U(/c). 
IIOKaHQeM, HTO flJIH BCeX KapflHHaJIOB K TaKHX HTO cf{K) = CO H flJIH BC€X yjn,Tpa<j>HJTi>TpOB 
<# G U(/C), <# ÍIBJIHeTCH K + -TOHKOH B U(AC). 
0. In troduct ion 
0.1. Definition. Let X be a topological space, T a cardinal number, x e l . The point x 
is called a T-point provided there is a family {Vy : y < T} satisfying: For each y < T, 
the set Vy is open in K and x e Vr further, if y < d < T, then Vy r\ V3 = 0. 
The aim of the present paper is to prove the following. 
0.2. Theorem. Let K > a> be a cardinal number, cf K = co. Then every point in U(K) 
is a K+-point. 
This theorem may be regarded as a further step towards the solution of a problem 
posed by W. W. Comfort and N. B. Hindman in [CH]: Given an arbitrary cardinal K, 
is each point in U(K) a /c+-point? Let us mention that the answer is affirmative for 
all regular cardinals, as proved in [BV] and [BS]. We omit remarks concerning the 
history of this problem; an interested reader can find them in those two papers. 
Since the whole paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 0.2, let us mention few 
words on its organization. In § 1, the elementary facts are summarized and a notion 
of strongly decomposable family is introduced. In the case of an ultrafilter, it is a com-
binatorial restatement of being a T-point. Our strategy is to give enough examples 
of strongly K+-decomposable families. This is the contents of §§ 2 and 3. Then in the 
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last paragraph we shall show that each ultrafilter in \J(K) happens to be a special case 
of at least one family discussed earlier. 
Acknowledgement. The author wishes to express his deepest gratitude to Bohus 
Balcar and Peter Vojtas for numerous fruitful discussions on this topic and to Vrije 
Universiteit in Amsterdam for a partial support of this research. 
1. Notation and basics 
The notation used throughout the paper is the common one, used e.g. in [CN]. 
Small Greek letters K, X, \i, T (sometimes with subscripts) will stand for cardinal 
numbers, <f>, \j/, denote mappings, the other small Greek letters denote ordinals, 
m, n, i,j are natural numbers. U(/c) is a topological space of all uniform ultrafilters 
on K, i.e. U(K) is the Stone space of the Boolean algebra &>(K)\\K]<K. If 3F c \K]K, 
then <C«̂ ^ denotes the (possibly improper) filter generated by !F. 
1.1. Definition. A family s/ ^ \fi]r is almost-disjoint, if \A n B| < T for any two 
distinct members A, B of s/. 
1.2. Definition. Let Ji ^ \K]K. A family Jt is called strongly T-decomposable, pro-
vided that there is an almost-disjoint family s/ ^ \K]K which can be partitioned 
to s/ = \J{s/y : y < T} in such a way that for each M e Ji and for each y < T there 
is some A e s/y with \A n M\ = K. 
1.3. Observation. Let °U e U(K). Then ^U is a T-point in U(/c)if and only if Qt is strongly 
T-decomposable. 
• Obvious. • 
For the sake of brevity, the phrases like "s/ = \){s/y : y < T} witnesses 
the strong T-decomposability of Ji" or "Ji has a strong T-decomposition s/ = 
= \){s/y : y < T}", etc., will always denote that s/ satisfies 1.2. 
1.4. Observation. Let Ji _= \K]K, Ji = \J{Ji^ : £ < /x} and suppose that each Ji^ 
is strongly T-decomposable by s/(£) = {J{s/y(£) :y < T}. If for each £ < £ < n 
and for each A e s/(£), B e s/(Q, \A n B\ < K, then Ji is strongly T-decomposable, 
too. In particular, if {\Js/(^) : £ < JJ) is an almost-disjoint family on K, then Ji is 
strongly T-decomposable. 
• Indeed, denote s/y = {J{s/y(£) : £ < v) for y < T, S/ = [J{s/y :y < r}. 
It is clear that this works. • 
1.5. Definition. Let & £ \K]K. The family & is uniformly centered, if |F| = K for 
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each F G i^Fy. The family 3F is countably generated, if there is a subfamily (so-
called family of generators) {Gn : n < co} .= <Ĉ 1> such that for each F e ( « f ) ) 
there is an n < co with |Gn — F| < K. 
1.6. Proposition. Suppose co = cf K. Let #" £ [#]* be a countably generated uni-
formly centered family. Then there is a family si = si(F) 1= [K]K with the following 
properties: 
(i) si is almost-disjoint on K; 
(ii) for each Ae si and for each F e ^F^, |A — F| < TC; 
(iii) for each M e [K]K such that ^" u {M} is uniformly centered there is an 
Ae si with |A n M| = K. 
• Let {F„ : n < co} s «J^» be a family of generators of F, let Gw = 
= f]{Fi : 0 ^ i ^ n). Choose any si .= [K:]* which is maximal with respect to: 
si is almost-disjoint and \A — Gn\ < K for each A e si and n < co. Then J / clearly 
satisfies (i). If F e «J^», let Gn be such that |G„ - F| < K. Then for A e si, A - F c 
c (A — G„) u (G„ — F), which shows (ii). If IF u {M} is uniformly centered, then 
fix a sequence of cardinals K„\ K and choose inductively X„ .= M n G„ with \Kn\ = 
= -v Then for K = [J{Kn : n < co} we have K c M, |K| = /c, |K - G„| < K for 
each Gn, thus for some Ae si, \K n A\ = K according to the maximality of si. 
For this particular A, |M n A| = K, too, hence (iii) is proved. • 
1.7. Proposition. Suppose co = cf K. Let 4> be a collection of countably generated 
uniformly centered families on K and suppose that for any two distinct F,& e <P 
there exist F e « ^ » and G e < ^ » with |F n G| < K. If for ^ e <P the family 
J ^ ( J ^ ) c [K]K is as in 1.6, then \]{si(^F) : F e $} is almost-disjoint. 
• Indeed, for A, BE si(F) we have |A n tf| < K by 1.6. (i), for A e J ^ ( ^ ) 
and B e si(&) we have A n 5 c (A - F) u (B - G) u (F n G), where |A - F| < 
< K, \B — G| < K, by 1.6 (ii) and |F n G| < K by the assumption. • 
We shall need one combinatorial fact concerning uniform filters on co. The 
Balcar-Vojtas Theorem states that for every uniform filter F on co there is an almost-
disjoint family J1 .= [co]" such that for each F e F there i s a B e J with B c F. 
The full proof can be found in [BV]. Though the next lemma is a bit stronger, its 
proof coincides (modulo some slight modifications) with the one given in [BV], 
so we omit it. 
1.8. Lemma. For each uniform filter F on co there is an almost-disjoint family 
28 c [co]10 such that for each sub-family {Fn : n < co} ^ F there is a B = {b0 < 
< bt < b2 < .••} e & with B — Fn .= {bt: i < n}, for each n < co. • 
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2. The cardinal X and strongly ^-decomposable families 
In this paragraph we shall permanently assume that co = cf K and 2i0 < K. 
2.1. Definition. Let Q e [co]w, let {fin : n e Q] be a sequence of ordinals satisfying 
\(VneQ)(PH<K), and 
(*) (Vn <m, n,meQ) (ft, < 0m & cf fiH < cf fim), and 
(supjcffl. :ne<2} = K. 
Consider Tl{P„ : n e Q] ordered in a usual manner mod fin, i .e. / = # iff \{n e Q : 
f(n) > g(n)}\ < co. 
Define 
X{fin9 Q} = min {|H| : H c n{ft, : n e Q} & H has no upper bound], 
X = min {A{j8„, Q} : Q e [co]w, {ft, :neQ] satisfies (*)}. 
For the rest of the paper, the letter X will have the meaning just defined. Let us 
mention several trivial observations without giving proofs. 
2.2. Observation. Suppose {fin : n < co} to satisfy 2.L (*), let Q, Q' e [co]
10. Then 
(a) K < X = X{pn, Q} = *». 
(b) X as well as X{fin, Q} are regular cardinals. 
(c) If Q' S Q, if {/«: « < 4&> 6'}} £ n{/?n : n e Q} and if the family {/< f 6 ' : 
: £ < A{fl., 2'}} has no upper bound in U{pn : n e Q}, then {^ : £ < A{^„ g'}} 
has no upper bound in n{/?„ : n e 2 } . 
(d) If \Q' - Q\ < co, then k{fi„ Q} = *{/?„, Q'}. 
(e) If / e II{j5n : n e g } is given, then there is a family {g$ : £ < X{Pn, Q}} c 
.= Ti{f$n : ne Q} satisfying the following: 
(i) For each ne Q and each £ < /!,{/?.., Q}, we have/(n) ^ g$(n); 
(ii) for each { < n < A{ft., Q} : ^ = #„; 
(iii) there is no upper bound for {g% : £ < X{Pn, Q}} in H{f}n : n e Q}. 
2.3. Notation. Let Q e [co]°\ let £„ < K for each n e Q, let / , g e n{jSn : n e Q}. 
We shall denote 
K(f, g) = {x<K:(3ne Q) (f(n) = a < g(n))}, 
K(f, ->) = { « < * : (3n e Q) (f(n) = a < /Q}. 
Similarly, if M e [K]K, we shall denote 
M(f, g) = {a e M : (3n e Q) (f(n) = a < g(n))}, 
M(f, ->) = {a E M : (3n e Q) (/(n) = a < /Q}. 
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2.4. Definition. Suppose {pn : n < co} to satisfy 2.L (*), let Q e [co]
10 and let 
{g^ : £ < l{pn, Q}} _ Tl{pn :neQ} satisfy 2.2. (e) with / denned by /(0) = 0, 
/ (n + 1) = pn for n + 1 e Q. 
For M e [K]K, let us denote T(M) = {n < co : sup (M n pn) = pn}. We shall 
define 
<* + {Pn,9* Q} = {Me[* ]* : |T(M)n Q\ = co& [g, \ T(M)n Q : £ < *{/?., Q}} 
has no upper bound in n{/?,. : n 6 T(M) n Q}}, 
Big {fl,, 2} = {M e M" : \T(M) n G| = " } , 
Big {ft.} - Big{/?n,co}. 
2.5. Lemma. Under the notation from 2.4 the family J + {P„,g^Q] is strongly 
^-decomposable by st = J{stY : y < X} with the following property: For each 
A e st there is a £ < /l{/?„, Q} such that for each n < £, |A — K;^,,, ^^)| < K. 
D Put ^ + = J+{P„ Qt, Q}. Denote S = {£ < A{>»„, Q} : cf £ = co}. For 
<!; e S, fix a strictly increasing sequence {£(n) : n < co} of ordinals converging to £. 
Denote «^(£) = {tf(g$(n)> gs) : n < co}. For each &(£), \i &(£) is uniformly centered, 
choose st(£) = ^(:F(£)) having the properties 1.6, otherwise let st(£) = 0. 
The set S is stationary in 2{jSn, Q}; applying Fodor's theorem, find a pairwise 
disjoint family {5y : y < X} of subsets of 5 with each member stationary. Define 
^ y = \J{st(Z) : £ e 5y}, st = U { ^ 7 • Y < *}• 
We have to show that st = U { ^ y
 : y < X} witnesses the strong A-decom-
posability of J+. 
First, notice that if n < c;, £, w e S, then there is some i < co with g^t) ^ #,,. 
Let n0 < co be such that g^^n) ^ 0,-(
n) whenever n ^ n0. Then K:(^5(0, g$) e ^(Z) 
and ic(fif,(o), g„) e ^(n), and 
^ « , ) , 0«) n K(flf,(0), g„) ^ 
_ {a < K : (3n < co) (gi(i)(n) g a < g^(n)& gn(0)(n) ^ a < gn(n))} _ 
_ {a < K : (3n < co)(gm(n) ^ a < g^(n)& Pn.x g a < gn(n))} _ 
_ {a < K : (3n < co) (gi(i)(n) ^ a < ^(n))} _ U{ft. : n < «o} = A,0> 
thus by 1.7, the family st is almost-disjoint. The disjointness of stYs follows from the 
disjointness of 5y's immediately. 
Fix M e J + ,y < L We have to show that there is an A e stY with \M n A\ = K. 
To abbreviate the notation, denote for a moment M(£, n) = M(g^, gn) and T = 
= T(M) n Q. 
Claim 1. For each £ < A{j8w, Q}, the set M(£, -+) belongs to J
+. Indeed, if 
M n |3„ is cofinal in P„, then M n Pn — g^(n) is cofinal in /?„, too. Thus Q n 
n T(M(£, ->)) = T 
Claim 2. For each £ < A{Pn9 Q} there is an n < A{ft,, Q} with |M(c;, n)| = K. 
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Denote T„ = cf />„. Then for each n e T, M(£, ->) n /?„ is cofinal in fin by claim 1, 
so let us define a function h e Tl{Pn : n e T} as follows: h(n) = min {a < /?„ : 
: |M(£ , -V)na | = r^,}. 
Since h cannot be an upper bound for the family {g%\ T: £ < X{Pn, Q}}, there 
is some n < X{fin, Q] such that the set P = {ne T: h(n) = g„(n)} is infinite. Let 
T < K be arbitrary. Then there is some i < co with T, > T. Choose ne P greater than 
i + 1. Then |M n ^(/i) - g£n)\ = |M(£, - ) n ^ (« ) | = |M(c, - ) n fe(w)| > Tt- > T. 
Since T was arbitrary, |M(£, ^)| ^ sup {T : T < fc} = K. 
Claim 3. For each £0 < A{/?„, Q} there is an n < X{P„, Q} such that Co <
 n 
and |M(c, //)| = K whenever ^ < n. 
Indeed, applying inductively claim 2, we obtain a sequence £0 < »*/0 < nt < ... 
... < rjn < ... < X{fin, Q} with \M(nh rji+1)\ = K for each i < co. Then it suffices 
to put n = sup {r\i : i < co}. 
Denote 
C(M) = {n< X{pn, Q} : (V{ < i;) |M(£, rj)\ = /c} . 
Claim 4. The set C(M) is closed unbounded in X{fin, Q}. 
By virtue of claim 3, C(M) is unbounded. The closedness of C(M) is an immediate 
consequence of an obvious fact that if £ < £ < n < X{fin, Q}, then M(£, £) u 
u M(£, r\) c M(£, 77) u Z, for some suitable Z e [/c]<K. 
Now we are ready to finish the proof. If y < A is arbitrary, then there is a c e Sy n 
n C(M), since Sy is stationary and C(M) closed unbounded. Then for F e C«^(£)X 
\M n F| = fc. Hence by 1.6 (iii), \M n A| = K for some A e s#(£) c ^ r • 
Let us remark that the preceding lemma was the essential part of this paragraph. 
All what follows are just more complicated variations on this example. They 
culminate in Lemma 2.8, which is a substantial tool for proving 0.2. 
Notice that up to now we did not need the assumption 2W < K. But the cardinal 
210 has to be small in our next example. 
2.6. Lemma. Under the notation from 2.4, the family Big {pn} is strongly /-de-
composable. 
• Denote c = 2W. Enumerate [co]10 = {QL : i < c}. We wish to apply 
Lemma 2.5, but for doing this, we need also families {g% L : £ < A{/?„, QL}} each 
without an upper bound in H{fin : n e QL}, hence some preparatory steps are 
necessary. 
Using a transfinite induction to c, we shall define for several i < c the function 
j L , set of functions {g^L : I < X{P„, QL}} and a set of indices l(i) as follows: 
Let v < c and suppose all i < v have been considered. 
CASE 1. v = 0 or if i < v and tel(i), then \QL n Qv\ < co. 
Define fv(0) = 0, fv(n + 1) = pn for n + 1 e Qv and choose any family 
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{g^v : Q < A{#„ Qv}} satisfying 2.2(e) with/v considered as / . Define I(v) = \J{I(t) : 
: i < v} u {v}. 
CASE II. There is a t < v with i e l(i) such that the family {g^t \ QL n Qv : 
: Q < l{ftn, Qt}} has no upper bound in U{p„ :ne QLn Qv}, and \QL n Qv\ = co. 
Define I(v) = \J{l(i): t < v}, the other notions will remain undefined. 
CASE III. The remaining. Since not case I,there is a i < v with \QL n Qv\ = co 
and i e l(i). But since not case II, too, for each such i there is a function hL e U{P„ : 
:ne QLn Qv}, which is an upper bound for {gifL h QL n Qv : ̂  < X{Pn, Q}}. 
Let fiL ^ hL, ht e U{Pn : n e Q} be an arbitrary extension of hL. Since v < c < K < 
< ^{fln, Qv}, the family {hL : i < v and hL is defined} has an upper bound fve 
e H{f}n : n e Qv}, we may and shall assume tha.tjv(n + 1) = fin for each n + 1 e Qv. 
Choose a family {giv : £ < l{Pn, Q}} satisfying 2.2(e) with/v in the role off 
Finally, put I(v) = \J{l(i) : i < v} u {v}. 
Having completed the inductive definitions, let us remark that I = U{-f(0 : l < 
< c} is just the list of those indices i < t for which f and gitL were defined. 
As might be expected, Big {p„} = \J{S+{Pn, gitL, QL} : iel}. 
To see this, let Me Big {pn}, let v < c be the one with Qv = T(M). If veI , 
then M e J+{fSn,giv, Qv} automatically. But if v$I, then according to case II, 
there is some i < v, i e I with M e S+{Pn9 giyL9 QL} — compare simply the condition 
in case II with the definition of */+{/?n, g^, Q}. 
For i el, apply Lemma 2.5, let s/(i) = \J{s/y(t) :y < X} be the result. Then 
s/ = \J{J/7 : y < A}, where s/y = \J{s/y(i) : iel}, witnesses the strong A-decom-
posability of Big {/?„}. In view of the preceding, we need only to check that s/ is 
almost-disjoint. 
Choose i < v, i,vel and let A e s/(t), B e s/(v). Then, by 2.5, there is some 
a < k{Pn, QL} such that \A — K(g^n goi)\ < K whenever ( < a, and there is some 
£ < l{Pn, Qv} such that \B - K(g„v, giv)\ < K whenever n < £. In particular, 
1-4 - /c(f, g0fL)\ < K and \B - K(JV, gitV)\ < K. 
Since A n B c (A - K(f, 0^.)) u (£ - K:(/V, gitV)) u (fc(f, ^ § l ) n K(/V, ^ , V ) ) , 
we need to check that \K(/19 g„tL) n /c(/v, ^ v ) | < K only. 
If \QL n Qv| < co, then there is some 0 < K with /? > max {P„ : n e Qt n Qv}. 
Clearly, /c(f, ^ t l ) n < / v , ^ > V ) = U{& : n e Qt n Qv} c )S. 
^ |(?* n Qv\ = <*>> then c a s e II is ruled out by v el, hence according to case III, 
/v t Qi n 6v .= gff>. t 6*
 n 2v Hence for some n0 < co, fv(n) ^ gff,t(n) whenever 
n e QL n Qv, n > n0. Hence x(fl9 g0>L) n K(JV, gitV) ^ \J{pn : n ^ n0} ^ pnQ < K. 
Thus J./ is almost-disjoint, which completes the proof. • 
2.7. Definition. Let Q) c [*]*. The family ^ will be called helpful if for each D e 3) 
there is a sequence of ordinals pn(D) (n < co), which satisfies 2.1(*) and a mapping 
fD e U{P„(D) : n < co} such that fD(n) = £„_ t for each n (>5_ x is understood to equal 
0 ) a n d I ) = J{Pn(D)-fD(n):n<co}. 
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2.8. Lemma. Let Q) _= [K]K be helpful and almost-disjoint. Then U{Bl'g {Pn(D)} ' 
: D e £#} is strongly ^-decomposable. 
Q According to the definition of Big {pn(D)}, if M e Big {P„(D)}, then M n De 
e Big {/?„(!>)}, too. Thus we may assume that if s/(D) = J{s/y(D) : y < X} witnesses 
the strong A-decomposability of Big {/?„(£)}, then U^(I^) = -9. It remains to apply 
1.4. • 
3. Strongly ^ -decomposable families 
The present paragraph contains only one statement. Here we have no assumptions 
concerning 2W, only co = cf K < K is assumed. But let us start with an explicit formula-
tion of what we understand by 2F+ and $FC for a uniform filter !F on K, for it may 
perhaps slightly differ from the usually adopted meaning. 
3.1. Notation. Let & c [K]K be a uniform filter. Then 
f + = { I e P(K) : (VF e f) (|X n F| = *)} , 
&c = {X e ^ ( K ) : (3F G -F) (IX n F| < K)} . 
3.2. Lemma. Let {K„ : n < co} be a strictly increasing sequence of regular uncountable 
cardinals with sup {K„ : n < co} = K. For each n < co, let 01 n = {R!\ : £ < /cn} be 
a partition of TC, and suppose that the family 3F = < { U { ^ : ^ = £ < K„} : n < co, 
rj < Kn}^ is a uniform filter on K. Then ^
+ is strongly ^-decomposable. 
a Denote for { < n = Kn, R
n[£, n) = U{*" : Z = C < »?}. For f < /cw, let 
*„,< = {*"[{, {) : C < 5}, for feTl{Kn : n < co] let ^ = J{%,f{n) :n<co}. If 
cff(n) = co for each n < co and if ^y is uniformly centered, then obviously it is 
countably generated. Let s/(f) = s/(^f) be as in 1.6 in this case, otherwise let 
*{f) = 0-
Denote Sn = {{ < Kn : cf £ = co}. Using Fodor's theorem, choose {5n^ : // < K',.} 
a pairwise disjoint family of stationary subsets of S„. For cj)Ell{Kn : n < co} let 
^ = U { ^ ( / ) : / e n { S ^ w : n < co}}. Let si = U { ^ : ^ n { K „ : n < co}}. We 
need to show that s/ is a required. 
The family J / is almost-disjoint, indeed, for if f H= g, then for some n < co, 
J(n)*g(n)9 say /(n) < g(n). Then R
n[0, f(n)) e S, , .R"[/(n), <?(n)) e 3 , and 
Rn[0,f(n))nRn[f(n), g(n)) = 0. Now by the fact that if AE s/(f) = si^, BE 
E s/(g) £ J ^ and (/> =# i/t, thenf 4= g, and by 1.7, s/ is almost-disjoint. 
Clearly \{si$ : cj) e n{fc,. : n < co}}\ = KV\ provided that for each <j>, s/^ is non-
empty; this will be shown together with the property that s/ = [}{s/^ :$...} is 
a strong /^-decomposition of «^r+. 
For p < co, denote by ^(p) the uniform filter generated by Rn[Z, Kn) : p = n < 
< co, £ < Kn}. Clearly & = JF(0) 2 &(1) =2 &(2) => . . . , hence &
+ = J^(0)+ c 
£= J^( l)+ <= &(2)+ = .... 
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Claim 1. For each p < co and for each F e ^(p) there is a £ < KP such that F n 
n Rp[0, £) e &(p + 1) + . (Notice that F n flp[0, <J) e &(p)\ thus the above inclusions 
are proper.) 
Suppose not, denote F^ = F n Rp[0, £), and find a set H^ e [co - (p + 1)]<£1> 
and for each ne H% an ordinal n(n, £) < /c„ such that |F^ n P|{K"[W("> 0 ' Kn) : 
: n e H%} \ < K. Since KP is uncountable and regular, there is a set H e [co — (p + 1)]
 <0) 
such that JV ={<!;< /cp : H = HJ is cofinal in /cp. For n e H, let r\n = sup {n(n, £) : 
: £ e W}. Then nn < /c,. for K„ is regular, Kn > /cp. Let G = n{^"[w/i» K„) : ne H}. 
Then G e ^ ( p + 1), hence G e &(p), thus |F n G\ = K for F e , f ( p ) + . Suppose 
there is some n < co such that |F5 n G| < K„ for each £ e W. Since JV is cofinal 
in KP and since [j{F^ : £, < KP} = F, we have |F n G| = /cp. Kn < K, which is 
impossible. Thus for each n < co there is a {„ < KP such that |F^n n G\ = Kn. Since JV 
is cofinal in KP and since /cp is regular uncountable, there is some £ e W, £ > 
> sup {£n : n < co}. According to the definition of F^, we have F% =• F^n for all 
n < co, hence |F5 n G| = /c. But this is a contradiction, because G = 
= f|{^n[w(w, £)> Kn):ne H} and |F5 n f]{R"[n(n, £), /c„) : n e H} | < /c. Therefore 
claim 1 is proved. 
Claim 2. For each p < co and for each F e ^(p) there is a £ < KP such that F n 
n Kp[w, £) e &(p + 1)+ whenever n < £. 
Indeed, according to claim 1, the set {£ < KP : F n #
p[0, £) e J^(p + 1)+} is 
non-void, let £ be its first element. Then for n < £, F n #p[0, w) e «^(p + l)c, 
but F n Rp[0, £) e &(v + - ) + - Thus F n Kp[w, £) e &(p + 1)+, which was to be 
proved. 
Denote C(p, F) = {£ < KP : F n R
p[r\, £) e F(p + 1)+ for each w < £}. Ac-
cording to claim 2, C(p, F) is non-void for F e «^(P)+, but more is true: 
Claim 3. Let p < co, F e ^(p)+- Then C(p, F) is closed unbounded in zcp. 
C(p, F) is obviously closed: If £ is a limit point of C(p, F) and if n < £, then there 
is a C e C(p, F), n < C = £• But then F n Kp[w, £) = F n Rp[n, C) and F n Rp[n, £) e 
e &(p + 1)+, hence £ e C(p, F), too. 
C(p, F) is unbounded: choose n < KP arbitrary, we want to find a { e C(p, F) 
with n = £. To this end, let F' = F n R
p[w, /cp). Then F' e ^(P)"*", hence claim 2 
applies: there is some £ e C(p, F). Obviously { _ n. 
Claim 4. Let F E J*+. Then there is a family {C„ : n < co} such that for each n < co, 
Cn is closed unbounded in K„, and if fe Tl{Cn : n < co}, then F e ^
+ . 
Put Co = C(0, F), where C(0, F) is closed unbounded in K0 by claim 3. 
For each £ e C0, for each n < £, the set F n R°[rj, £) belongs to ^ ( l )
 + , hence 
by Claim 3, the set C(l, F n R°[rj, £)) is closed unbounded in K1. Denote Ct = 
= n{C(l> f n R°[*l> £)) '• £ G C0, n < £}. Then Cx is closed unbounded in /c1? too, 
being an intersection of less than /cx closed unbounded subsets'of K1. 
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Following by induction, 
C2 = 0{C(2, F n R°[n0, £0) n R
1^, Q) : f0 G C0, ^ G C l f n0 < £0, iy1 < cjj , 
C3 = n{C(3, F n R°[n0, £0) n R
1^, £x) n R
2[n2, £2)) : 
: £0 e C0, S-. e Cj, f2 e C2, n0 < f0, n t < <Jl5 n2 < £2} , 
and so on. 
Now, if £n e Cn are chosen and if nn < £n for each n < co, then F n -R°[n0, £0) G 
G J s r(l)+ , in particular |F n K°[n0, f0)| = /c. 
Further, F n R°[n0, £0) n R
1^,^) n ... n Rn[nn, Q e &(n + 1)
+, in parti-
cular its cardinality is K. Thus iff(n) = {.., F e &f, for nn's were chosen arbitrarily. 
To finish the proof of the lemma, let F G &*, cj) e TL{K„ : n < co}. Choose closed 
unbounded Cn i= /cn using claim 4, choose f(n) e Cn n Sn<f,in). This is always possible, 
since Sn^n) is stationary in Kn and Cn is closed unbounded. Then feIl{Sn^n) : 
: n < co} and cf f(n) = to for each n < co, because S„^(n) = 5n = {c; < icn : 
:cf£ = ot>}. 
According to claim 4, F G <&f. This in particular means, that <Sf is uniformly 
centered, hence s/(f) is non-void. By 1.6, there is an A e s/(f) with \F n A\ = K. 
Hence for arbitrary <\> G Il{/cn : n < co} we were lucky enough to find an f and 
an A G ^/(f) £ ««/($) with |F n A| = /c, which completes the proof. • 
4. Strong decomposability of uniform ultrafilters 
We have promised to prove Theorem 0.2 here. But in fact we prove a result 
a bit stronger, namely: 
4.1. Theorem. Let /c be a cardinal number, co = cf /c < K, let <% e U(/c). Then 
(i) if °U is (K, co, 0)-regular, then °U is strongly /^-decomposable, 
(ii) if °U is arbitrary, then °U is strongly A-decomposable. 
(Recall that ^U is (K, CO, 0)-regular provided that there is a V e [^]K such that (]iT = 
= 0 for each iV e \fY.) 
D (i): Let ^ be (zc, o>, 0)-regular, let 1T = {V4 : £ < K} S ^ be such that 
pl^T = 0 for each iV e [ f ] w . We may and shall assume V0 = /c. 
Choose a strictly increasing sequence {K„ : n < co} of regular uncountable 
cardinals converging to K. Define for n < co and £ < /cn, KJ! = {cr < /c : c = 
= max {n < Kn:cre Vn}}, denote 9ln = {R\ : £ < K„}. 
Fix n < co. Since for each a < K there is some n < Kn with a G Vn, namely 
;»/ = 0, and since the family of such n's must be finite according to (K, CO, 0)-regularity, 
there is some £ < Kn with a e R^. Clearly R^ n K" = 0 whenever £ < £ < nn. 
Thus ^ n is a partition of /c. 
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Further, if a e V$, then for some £ = 1;, a e R\. Thus for each £ < /c.., we have 
Vs s U { ^ : { = C < -<„}, therefore U{*< : f = C < *„} e V. 
The assumptions of Lemma 3.2 being satisfied, °U is strongly /^-decomposable. 
(ii): Case 20i > K. 
Choose an arbitrary partition 0t = {Rn : n < co} of K such that for each n < co, 
\Rn\ < \Rn+i\ < K. Define a mapping / : K -> co by / (a) = n iff a e £„. Then <F = 
= /[<#] = { f c ( y : / _ 1 [ F ] e ^ } is a uniform ultrafilter on co. Let ^ c [©]" 
be a family with the properties from 1.8. 
For 5 e J , choose {5y : y < 2
W} c [J5]60 an arbitrary almost-disjoint family of 
subsets of B. Let sfy = {/
_ 1[£y] : B G J } , ^ = U{-*y : Y < 2
W}. 
It is clear that s4 is almost-disjoint, s4 £ [/c]*. 
Let U e ^ and y < 2W be given. For i < co, let F, = {n < co : \U n Rn\ > \Rt\}. 
Then F, e ^ because / - 1 [ c o — F j n U is of cardinality = co . \R(\ < K, thus does 
not belong to <%. Using 1.8, find B e J corresponding to {F, : i < co}. If C e [B]", 
then | / _ 1 [ C ] n U| = K, because if 6 „ G C , then \f~l{bn} n U| = |R6II n U| > |jRn|. 
Since this applies for By, too, we conclude that \A n U\ = K for A = / "^ [ -Bj e . s / r 
It remains to note that 2W = KW by the assumption 2W > K. 
Case 2W = /c. 
Because of co = cf /c, actually we have 2W < K in this case, so we can use all the 
results from § 2. This case is the most complicated, but the idea is rather simple: 
We want to find a helpful almost-disjoint family 2 and to verify, that 2.8 can be used 
then, or to prove that ^ is (K, CO, 0)-regular, hence to reduce the question to the (i) 
part of the theorem, which we know to hold. To do this, we shall introduce some 
not unnatural transfinite procedure and then observe, what happens. 
Call a partition M of K to be admissible if each R e 0t is a bounded interval of 
ordinals in K, i.e. there are a < P < K such that R = P — a. 
Let us define for fl = j3 - a with a < P < K and for X = K, ct (X, R) = cf P 
if P is limit and X n Ris cofinal in P, ct (X, R) = 1 otherwise. 
For an admissible partition 0t of K and for U e°U, define 
ct(U, 0t) = sup {ct(U, R):Rem} , 
finally, let 
ct (%, 0t) = min {ct (U, 0l):U e«U} . 
Observation 1. If 0t is an admissible partition of K, U, Ve % and U = V, then 
ct (U, M) = ct (V, $t). 
Indeed, there is nothing to prove if ct (U, 0t) = 1 and almost nothing otherwise, 
for if U n R is cofinal in R, then V n JR is cofinal in R, too. 
Observation 2. Let 2̂ be an admissible partition of K, let 1 < T = ct (^ , ^?), 
let /* < T. Then the set V = K - [J{R e ^ : K = jS - a & ^ < cf p = T} does not 
belong to °U. 
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Choose [ / e f such that ct (U, 0t) = ct (<%, 0t) = T, suppose on the contrary 
that Ve %. Let us try to check ct (Vn U, 9t)\ If R = P - a and j? is isolated, then 
ct (Vn 17, 1?) = 1. If p is a limit and cf fi = \i, then ct (Vn U, P) = cf j? ^ /i. 
If /x < cf jS = T, then P n V = 0, thus ct (Vn [7, P) = 1. If T < cf p, then 17 n R 
is not cofinal in P, because sup {ct (U, R) : R e 0t} = T < cf j?. Thus ct (U, R) = 1 
and by the previous observation, ct (Vn U, R) = 1, too. So ct (Vn U, 0t) g ^ < 
< T = min {ct (JV, ^ ) : We °U}, which is a contradiction. 
The procedure 
Let a < /? < K, R = /? - a, X <= K. Let us define a partition ^(P, X) fo R as 
follows: 
(a) there is some 0 < n < co and some limit Y > a such that /? = Y + n: let 
<?(R,X) = {p-y,y-oi}, 
(b) j? is a limit and a = sup (X n p) < p: let ̂ (P, X) = {p - (sup (X n J3) + 1), 
(sup(Xnj?) + l ) - a } , 
(c) P is a limit and jS = sup (X n £): Let 0>(R, X) be a partition of R of car-
dinality cf P and such that for each Pe0>(R,X) there are a(P), P(P), a = a(P) < 
< p(P) < p with P = )3(P) - a(P), 
(d) otherwise let 0>(R,X) = {R}. 
Observation 3. \&(R, X)\ = co . ct (X, P). 
Let ?̂ be an admissible partition of K, let U e<%. Let us define 0(0t, U) = 
= {J{0>(R,U):Re@}. 
Let us mention one straightforward consequence of definitions and of Observa-
tion 3. 
Observation 4. The partition 0>(0t, U) is admissible and \0>(0t, U)\ ^ co . 
. c t ( I / , « ) - | * | . 
Fix some increasing sequence of cardinals {Kn:n < co} converging to K, K0 = 0. 
Define 0to = {K„+1 — K„:n < co}. Clearly 0to is an admissible partition of K. 
We shall proceed via transfinite induction as follows: 
Let rj be a limit ordinal and suppose that for each £ < r\, 0t^ has been defined. 
Then 0tn is the coarsest partition of K refining all 0t^, £ < rj, i.e. R e 0tn iff for each 
£, < r\ there is a Te ^ with T = R, but no P' properly containing R satisfies the same. 
Let £ be an ordinal and suppose that 0t^ is defined. If the set \J{R e 0t: \R\ < co}e 
e<%9 then 0t$+1 is not defined and the induction stops here. Otherwise we can fix 
some Uf e % such that ct (U^, 0t^ = ct (%, 0t^) and U$ n \]{R e 3t^ : \R\ < co} = 0, 
then ^ + 1 is defined by 0t^+1 = 0(0t^, U^. 
We have defined the procedure and it remains to exploit it. Notice that the pro-
cedure guarantees that the following holds. 
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Observation 5. If C < t\ and if 0t^, &n are defined, then Mn refines 0t^, i.e. for 
each Re0tn there is some Te0t^ with R = T. 
Subcase I. The procedure does not stop before K. 
We claim that in this subcase % is (K, CO, 0)-regular. Since the induction already 
defined a family {U%: £ < K} _ °U, we need only to verify that f) {Uit : i < co} = 0 
whenever £0 < ^ < ... < K. Suppose not, let a e (\U^.. Let JRW e Min be the member 
of the partition 0t^n with a e Rn, denote pn = sup Rn. By observation 5, R0 _ 
_ Rx _ ... _ Rn _ . . . , hence p0 _ /?! _ ... _ )?n _ ... . According to our choice 
of Uin, each .R„ must be infinite and U%n n Rn + 0 since a e U$n n i?w. Thus, when 
constructing 0t^n+x = ^(^n» «̂»)»
 t^le c a s e (d) n e v e r t o °k place, unfortunately, 
either (a) or (b) or (c) imply that p0 > p1 > ... > p„ > ... , 3, contradiction. 
°U being (K, CO, 0)-regular, 4.2(i) applies. 
Subcase II. There is some C < K such that ^ + i cannot be defined. 
Observation 6. If r\ _ c; is a limit ordinal, then | ^ | _ S { | ^ | : C < >/}. 
Indeed, for C _ *?, consider the set K(C) = {sup R: Re 0t^ _ K. 
Since each ^r(C _ //) is admissible, the correspondence between 0t^ and .K(C) 
given by R »-• sup R is one-to-one and onto, therefore |K(C)| = |#r]« Choose /? e X(ty), 
let JR e &n be the member with /? = sup R. Then for each C < r\ there is precisely one 
i?; _ K, £ c e % denote jff(C) = sup £r. Clearly p(Q _ J3(C) _ p whenever C < 
< £' < r\, since 1?c _ i?r, _ R. Thus there is some /? with /? = /?(C) for eventually 
many C's less than r\. Now ft = /?, for otherwise the set (/? — /?) u .R would properly 
contain JR and yet be contained in each #r. Thus P e \J{K(£) - C < *?}> consequently 
K(?/) ~ U{^(C) ' C < f} and the observation follows. 
Observation 7. For each T < TC there is an r\ _ C with ct (^, ^ ) > T. 
Suppose not, let T < /c be such that ct (°ll, 0tn) _ T whenever r\ _ C« We have 
|^01 = co and an easy induction using Observation 4 on successor stages and Ob-
servation 6 on limits gives immediately that for each r\ _ £, [^J _ |*/| . co. T < /c. 
In particular, | ^ | _ |{ | . co . T < K, thus |U{-R e ^ : |-R| < co}| _ co . | # { | < /c. 
But then, °U being uniform, \J{Re0t$: \R\ < co} $<%. According to the rules of 
procedure, 0t$+\ is defined then, but this contradicts our assumption and proves the 
observation. 
By virtue of the last observation, there are only two possibilities we have to 
consider, 
Ila: There is an r\ _ { with ct (<%, 0tn) = K, or 
lib: for each x < K there is an r\ _ £ with T < ct (%, 0tn) < K. 
We shall show that both the possibilities guarantee that 2.8 may be applied. 
To see this, assume Ila first. Denote by 0t the admissible partition of K with 
ct (<%, 0t) = K. 
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Let ¥ c CiK satisfy the following: 
(\)M for each g e !P and for each n < c0 there is some Re0t with sup K = g(n); 
(ii)* for each 0 e W, the family {/?,, = g(n) : n < co} satisfies 2A(*); 
(iii)^ for any two distinct f, g eW, the intersection {f(n) : n < co} n {g(n) : 
: n < co} is finite; 
(iv)^ ¥* is the maximal one having (i), (ii), (iii). 
For g e Y and n < co, denote R(g(n)) the (unique, by the admissibility of 0t) 
member R e 0t with g(n) = sup R, let D(g) = \J{R(g(n)) :n < co}, 2 = {D(g) : 
: g e *P}. The existence of a set D(g) is guaranteed by (i), (ii) implies that Q) ̂  [K]K 
and, if for D = D(g) we denote Pn(D) = g(n),fD(n) = min R(g(n)), that ^ is helpful. 
Moreover, 9) is almost-disjoint by (iii) and by the admissibility of 0t. 
If U e # , then ct (U, ^ ) = K, which means that sup {cf P: (3a < P < K) 
(P — cue M & sup (U n P) = P)} = K. Therefore there is a subset {Rn : n < co} ^ 0t 
such that U n Rn is cofinal in Rn and the set {Pn = sup Rn : n < co} satisfies 2.1(*). 
Using the maximality of !P, there is some g e W with {g(n) : n < co} n {Pn = sup Rn : 
: n < co} infinite. Now clearly for D = D(g), U e Big {pn(D)}. 
We have found a helpful almost-disjoint family 9) £ [V]* such that % c 
<=\){B\g{Pn(D)}:De@}. 
Next, assume lib. A trivial induction coupled with Observation 5 gives us 
immediately the following. 
Observation 8. There is an increasing sequence {T„ : n < co} of cardinals, 
sup {T„ : n < co} = K and an increasing sequence {rj(n) : n < co} of ordinals such that 
ct (°ll, 0tnin^) = Tn and for each n < co, 0tn{n) refines £%0. 
Therefore, making if necessary appropriate choices between the Kr„'s, T„'S, and 
yy(n)'s, we need to work under the assumption that the situation is like this: 
There are increasing sequences {K„ : n < co}, {T„ : n < co} of cardinals conver-
ging to K and such that Kn < Tn < Kn+1 for all n, and a family {0tn : n < co} of ad-
missible partitions of K such that for each n < co and for each Re0tn there is some 
i < co with R ^ Ki+1 — K{, and ct (°U, 0tn) = Tn for each n < co. 
Let us fix this notation for the rest of the proof and forget about the procedure 
at all. 
For n < co, U etf/, define a set Fn(Q) as follows: 
Fn(Q) = {i<co: (3R e ®n) (KH < ct (U, R) = Tn & R <= Ki + 1 - K()} . 
Observation 9. The family {F„(U) : n < co, U e <%} is uniformly centered on co. 
To see this, denote H„(U) = [j{Ki+i - Kt:ie F„(U)}. It is clear that {F„(U) : 
: n < co, U e %} is uniformly centered on co if and only if the family {Hn(Q) : n < co, 
U e$i} is uniformly centered on K. But according to Observation 2. the set Vn = 
= [j{ReMn:Kn < cfR = T„} belongs to % and Vn n U c Hn(U) obviously from 
the definitions. Thus each Hn(U) e °U, which shows the observation. 
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Let & c [cw](0 be the almost disjoint family given by 1.8 for & = <{F„(U) : 
:n<co, L/ef})}. For Be@, B = {b0 < bx < ... < bn < . . . } , let ^n(fen) = 
= { K e l n : / c „ <cfK ^ T „ & K = /cbn + 1 - KK}, 
r(B) = I U ^ » ( f r » ) :n<(°} Provided that each ^ (b , , ) * 0 
(0 otherwise. 
T(B) = \Jf(B). 
Observation 10. If B, C e ^ and T(B), T(C) are non-empty, then 
\T(B)nT(C)\<K. 
Indeed, choose j < co such that B n C c j9 then T(fl) n T(C) £ KV + 1. 
Observation 11. For B e ^ , ^(-9) is an admissible partition of T(B). This is, of 
course, obvious. 
Fix B e & with 3~(B) #= 0, and denote 9~n = 3~n(bn). Similarly as in the previous, 
let *F(B) s "K be the family satisfying: 
(\)B for each a e W and for each n < co there is some i?e : f„ with sup R = g(n); 
(ii)B for any two distinct f, g e W, the set {n < co :j(n) = g(n)} is finite; 
(iii)B W(B) is the maximal one having (i)B, (ii)B. 
Exactly in the same way as in the possibility Ila, a family W(B) determines an 
almost-disjoint collection 2(B) = {D(g) : g e W(B)} c [K]K and 2(B) is helpful. 
We don't need to repeat the proof here. 
Finally, let 2 = J{2(B) :Be@& 2T(B) * 0}. By Observation 10 and by the 
fact that J2(B) £ T(B), the family 2 is almost-disjoint, too. 
Pick now an arbitrary U e °U. By 1.8, there is a B = {b0 < b1 < ...} e & such 
that B - Fn(U) c {b. : \ < n}9 in particular, bn e Fn(U). 
But then there is a set Rn e ^ W such that K„ < ct (U, Rn) = xn and Rn = K*6„ + I ~* 
— Kbn. In particular, I?w e $~n(bn). Since this holds for each n < co, ^(B) is non-
empty. Define h e WK by h(n) = sup #„. Then according to the maximality of W(B)9 
there is some D = D(g) e 2(B) with U e Big {/?„(#)}, for {n < co : h(n) = g(n)} 
has to be infinite for some g e W(B). Hence % £ {Big {pn(D)} : De2}. 
Since we succeeded to find a helpful almost-disjoint family 2 such that °U £ 
-̂  U{B'g {&(£)} :De2}'m Ila as well as in lib, we infer from 2.8 that 91 is strongly 
A-decomposable. Having considered all possible cases, the proof of the theorem is 
complete. • 
4.2 Concluding remarks 
The author wishes the reader to know that Lemmas 2.5, 2.6 are due to Peter 
Vojtas, who used them in his Ph. D. Thesis (unpublished). With a quite different way 
of reasoning, he proved 4.1(ii) for a special case K = coa there. 
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Further, the basic trick used in the proof of 4. l(i), i.e. finding the decompositions 
0tn with help of the regularity of ^ , is widely known and may be found e.g. in [CN]. 
We gave here all the details and proved both lemmas to make the paper self-contained. 
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